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FIRST PASSAGE: Freundschaften lFriendships

Jasmin from Brandenburg is on an exchange in New Zealand. She and David, her host brother, are
talking about their best friends. Question One is based on this passage. Use the information you
have heard to answer the question in your choice of English, te reo Mdori, and/or German. You
now have 30 seconds to read the question.
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QUESTION ONE

To answer these questions you need to show understanding of the whole text.

social lives?

Jasmin.
Was hdltst du von Freundschaft? Vergleiche deine Meinungen mit den Meinungen von David
und Jasmin.

How did David and Jasmin get to know their best friends?
Wie haben Jasmin und David ihre besten FreundelFreundinnen kennenqelernt?
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Was machen David und Jasmin in der Freizeit nach der Schule? Was sind die Unterschiede,
und was bedeutet das f1r das Sozialleben der beiden?
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Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
does not really answer the question of how David met Ryan - this class trip was after they had met

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
too much unnecessary detail - only needed how they met, not what they do NOW

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
No reference to the fact that David is from NZ but Jasmin is from Germany since that comparison was needed for a higher grade - all it implies.Homework is not done in the lunch break.Shows understanding but not a clear understanding.

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
The candidate has demonstrated an understanding of the general meaning but could have included more information on:- the idea of "fun" and "doing things together"
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SECOND PASSAGE: Mit dem Fahrrad fahren - gesund, flexibel und
umweltbewusstlCycling - healthy, flexible, and eco-friendly

Thomas, a22-year-old university student, is being interviewed in a podcast for the German series
"Junges Leben". Question Two is based on this passage. Use the information you have heard to
answer the question in your choice of English, te reo Mdori, and/or German. You now have 30
seconds to read the question.

Glossed vocabulary
das Benzin petrol
der Stau traffic jam
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Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
shows a general understanding of what was heard but certainly not a clear understanding - could have mentioned: biking to work and shopping, looking for park (car), ...

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
only one new piece of information introduced - the traveling around in the countryside

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
similarly as with section (b) there is no information included in this answer. Also it doesn't really answer the question which is giving advice to the politician.
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THIRD PASSAGE: Wo siehst du dich in 15 Jahren?
Where do you see yourself in 15 years'time?

Caroline, Lukas, and Lena are friends in their final year at a Gymnasium in Germany. They have
met up in a caf6 to study and are also discussing where they see themselves in 15 years' time.
Question Three is based on this passage. Use the information you have heard to answer the
question in your choice of English, te reo Mdori, and/or German. You now have 30 seconds to
read the questions.

Glossed vocabulary
die Informatikerin lT specialist (female)
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(a) what future work does each student imagine for themselves?
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QUESTION THREE

To answer these questions you need to show understanding of the whole text.

(c) With which student do you most identify, regarding work and future earnings? Explain why

you relate to that student more than the others. Refer to the points made by the students.

Wetche Person hat dhntiche Meinungen wie du ilber Arbeit und zukilnftiges Einkommen?

Vergteiche die Meinung dieser Person mit denen der anderen zwei und erkl6re, warum du
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Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
information is largely correct - shows understanding of the general meaning

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
Information is largely correct but with Lena the second half lacks accuracy

Margaret Gallaher
Text Box
no new information given in this section
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Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 A4 

The candidate demonstrates understanding of the text and conveys the 
general meaning – the information is largely correct. 

The question in (a) is not really answered – how did David meet Ryan?  

The answer in (c) could draw more detail from the text to really compare the 
various opinions on friendship.  

2 A4 

An understanding of the key information as to why Germans ride bikes and 
how Thomas would promote cycling is demonstrated but details are lacking in 
(b).  

No new information is given in (c) and even in (b) there is repetition of 
information. 

3 A4 
Information is largely correct and demonstrates an understanding of the 
spoken text although details are missing in sections (a) and (b). 

No new information is offered in section (c). 

 

 

 

 

 




